CHAPTER 3

POOLING POWER:
NEW JERSEY AND BEYOND

WAR AND PEACE: WORLD WAR I AND AFTER
By the start of World War I, power consumption in the United States was on the
rise; however, the war and resulting defense industry needs created a spike
in demand for which the electrical industry was not prepared. To compensate
for this heightened demand for electricity, generating plants were built by
both private utilities and the government. Between the spring of 1917 and the
end of the war in the fall of 1918, the United States had increased its electricgenerating capacity by approximately 10 percent. But even this increase in
capacity wasn’t enough to meet the demands of consumers and the defense
industry. Concerns remained regarding impending power shortages in
case the war continued. At the same time, utility companies had difficulty
obtaining equipment and funding to maintain and expand their generating
capacity, fuel was more difficult to come by, and government assistance was
not forthcoming. In 1917 a government survey of existing electrical generating
stations was conducted to determine excesses, shortages, and areas that
could be more efficiently served. This survey, in part, informed the Emergency
Power Bill of 1918, which addressed anticipated power shortages nationwide
and encouraged, through varying incentives and even Congressional
mandates, the interconnection of private power generating plants.58
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Figure 15 – Public Service in 1932
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The war had accomplished one important
milestone: it “had proved the advantages of
electricity, particularly as generated by the large
economical, and readily adaptable, central
station.”59 Public Service suffered from steep
increases in demand and obstacles in securing
equipment, fuel, and labor, but its neighbors also
felt the same pressures. In 1918 rumors circulated
of government construction of huge coal-fired
plants in Pennsylvania for transmission of
electricity over high-tension lines to Philadelphia
Electric and to Public Service of New Jersey.
Figure 16 – Rendering of the Burlington Generating Station, 1940
Dubbed “The Pennsylvania Plan,” the concept of
large generating stations in Pennsylvania’s coal country lacked an essential
element—there wasn’t sufficient water available to supply steam for plants of
the size being proposed. Other proposals and rumors suggested government
takeover of generating stations in the industrialized cities, putting them under
the same type of federal control as the railroads. In 1919 the War Industries
Board, established by President Woodrow Wilson in 1917 to coordinate
purchasing of war supplies, would send such a bill to Congress.60
One solution would come in the form of interconnections between utility
companies to pool power.

By 1920 the advantages of pooling power
tied to large generating stations were clear.
According to the industry publication, Electrical World, prior to World War
I interconnection was rare only because utilities were able to meet their
local requirements. During the war and immediately following, the idea of
interconnection became more favorable as a cost-effective way to increase
capacity. Under the leadership of Bernard Baruch, the War Industries
Board examined the efficiency and capacity of war-related materials and
production, which included a survey of electric power generation.
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The survey identified interconnection of existing power stations and
utilities with complimentary load and diversity factors as a way to increase
effectiveness. The resulting Emergency Power Bill of 1918 provided provisions
to resolve shortages of power for necessary war industries and powers
over contracts and interconnections of private utility systems. Although the
Emergency Power Bill forced some private interconnections, in the years
following the war, the industry initiated voluntary interconnections between
private utilities.61
Early on, companies in Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
and Rhode Island began pooling power.62 In the 1920s three utilities in
Connecticut and Massachusetts agreed to share the cost of the construction of
a 66kV transmission line that would connect their systems. Each utility agreed
to purchase electricity from the least expensive generating plant and split the
savings from the interconnection at the end of each month. This agreement
was an early example of separate electric utilities voluntarily cooperating and
sharing revenue for a transmission project, which likely influenced the later
PNJ agreement.63
During the 1920s there was an increase in the number of investor-owned
utilities in the United States and an expansion in the construction of power
generation plants and transmission and distribution lines. Mergers and
acquisitions of utilities proliferated. One estimate is that 560 companies
were involved in mergers during 1925.64 By 1925 most towns in the United
States with populations of greater than 5,000 had access to a central electric
generation service; this accounted for most of the urban areas in the country.
But at that time the majority of the country’s population continued to reside in
towns of less than 5,000 people or in rural areas without access to an electrical
system. In the mid-1930s only 11 percent of the farms in the United States had
access to electricity; in Pennsylvania 94 percent of the state’s rural households
were without electricity.65 Subsequent developments in the electric power
industry would lead to more diverse distribution systems that would provide
dependable power, greater efficiency, and a reduction in operation costs.
These networks also enabled an extension of the electrical system into areas
formerly under-served or not served by an existing electrical company in rural
areas where companies perceived too little return on their investment.66

11%
US Farms with Electricity in
the mid-1930’s

94%
Pennsylvania Rural
Households without
Electricity in the mid-1930’s
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The idea of interconnecting transmission systems and generating plants for
economical and efficient use during wartime spawned an ideological debate
on how best to interconnect power systems most efficiently throughout the
United States. In the 1920s two primary concepts central to the expansion of
the electric power industry resulted from the lessons of World War I—the ideas
of Giant Power (large pools of power, like the sources of supply in the state of
Pennsylvania) and Superpower (interchange of power between public utility
systems throughout the country). The differences between these two concepts
centered on methods of generation and distribution of power, i.e., public versus
private ownership and social versus economic needs.67

GIANT POWER
Gifford Pinchot became governor of Pennsylvania in 1923 and appointed Morris
Llewellyn Cooke director of his Giant Power Survey Board. Cooke returned to
the previously explored but futile concept of large coal-fueled plants to supply
power at the mine head. Pinchot embraced Cook’s studies, stating:
Giant power proposes to bring electricity in a cheaper and more reliable
form than ever before to every home, every farm, every factory, every mine,
every consumer of power in the state…The power stations will be located
at the very mouths of the mines and the current there produced will be
transmitted to every hamlet and every home throughout the state…”68

Whereas Giant Power advocated large mine-mouth generating plants away
from the industrial and urban centers and the transmission of power over
long distances, the Superpower system suggested that local and regional
utilities would expand and interconnect their growing web of transmission
lines, building their own large-capacity generating plants for the supply of
electricity over large areas.
The debate had been ongoing since World War I—studies were undertaken,
conferences convened, reports written, and committees formed. A symposium
on super-plants and electrical transmission was held at the midwinter
convention of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers held in February
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1920 in New York City. Led by W.S. Murray, a consulting engineer, emphasis
was placed on “the enormously increasing power demand, the shortage of
power available, the decreasing supply of fuel, the congestion of railroads and
the present financial loss due to wasteful use of coal that can only be offset
by generation of power in super-power plants connected by super-power
transmission lines.”69 The idea was that a superpower zone (we would call this
a power grid) of interconnected utilities could provide abundant, cost-efficient
power to cover a wide area. The plan included powering the railroads, which
would then be able to carry larger quantities of goods, since they wouldn’t
need the space to carry coal to fire their boilers.
Murray had been commissioned by the Department of the Interior to study
the Northeastern power zone. In 1921 Murray produced A Superpower
System for the Region Between Boston and Washington, on the status
of electric power in the region. Murray is credited with creating the term
Superpower. By 1924 the Northeastern Super-power Committee, headed
by Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, had been formed and a report
completed to assess the feasibility of a superpower system for the area of
New England and Mid-Atlantic States.70
The concept of Giant Power came to a close with the end of Pinchot’s term
as governor. Like the Giant Power plan, the Superpower plan did not gain
acceptance; nevertheless, the electric power industry continued to pursue the
establishment of a more efficient transmission and distribution system, and the
idea of interconnection emerged at the core of its pursuit.

POOLING POWER
The years of World War I had not been easy for Public Service of New Jersey.
Public Service Electric struggled to maintain their output and manage demands
that often outstripped capacity and reserves. One of the most telling examples
happened during the blizzard of January 1918. Large amounts of snow fell and
rivers filled with ice. In New Jersey Public Service’s Burlington Plant, the largest
in the state at the time, had to shut down because of a lack of coal. The city of
Camden as well as the utility’s southern service area lost power.71
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After the war Public Service renewed its expansion plans, upgrading existing
plants and starting construction of their largest generating station, the Kearny
Plant on the Hackensack River. The same week that the company broke
ground to mark the start of construction of the new plant, they also put into
service a new underground cable located beneath the Delaware River. The
cable connected Public Service’s still independent southern area with the
Philadelphia Electric Company. The contract between the two companies
provided an agreement for Public Service to purchase electricity from its
Pennsylvania neighbor and marked their first interstate power agreement.72
The agreement between Public Service of New Jersey and Philadelphia Electric
Company was a temporary solution. The utilities continued to look for better
alternatives for building their power capacity and distribution, and increasing
their customer base without investing additional capital for large generating
plants. One month after the Superpower conference, three companies—the
Philadelphia Electric Company, Public Service Electric & Gas (PSE&G), and
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company (PP&L, later PPL)—initiated their own
study of the potential benefits of pooling power among their systems. Professor
Malcolm MacLaren of Princeton University’s electrical engineering department
was hired by the three utilities to study the load diversity in the various
areas served by each company. MacLaren’s report, completed in 1924 using
projected usage data for 1925, concluded that the power companies could save
approximately $2.8 million through interconnection.73
The promising findings of the report resulted in the formation of a committee
to study the particulars of interconnection among the three companies
more thoroughly. That committee presented reports in 1925 and in 1927.
At the same time the companies were making plans to improve their own
generating capacity. Public Service’s Kearny Plant was already under
construction, and the Pennsylvania utilities were making plans to increase
their generation capabilities.
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PENNSYLVANIA NEIGHBORS
By 1923 the Philadelphia Electric Company owned 12 generators with a total
capacity of over 300,000 kilowatts. Its largest plant at the time of construction
was Schuylkill Station A-2, whose first 30,000-kilowatt generator was brought
into service in the fall of 1915. A 35,000-kilowatt turbine was added a few
months later. It soon became very evident the demands of the war-related
industrial development required a large more efficient plant. In 1916 land was
purchased 14 miles from the Schuylkill plants for a new station, with a planned
capacity of 120,000 kilowatts. It began generation with two 30,000-kilowatt
generators. Almost immediately, Philadelphia Electric made plans for
another generation station, purchasing the former Neafie & Levy shipyard
in Kensington as the site for the Delaware Station. It opened in 1920 with a
generation capacity of 60,000 kilowatts.74 Satisfying demand was clearly a
paramount issue, but an added problem was obtaining sites that were large
enough to accommodate both the generating stations and space to store
large amounts of coal needed for fuel. As with the Kensington site, which was
located on eight and one-half acres and had 450 feet of river frontage, they
sought locations around the city but were not limited to the Philadelphia area.
During World War I the federal government discussed with Philadelphia
Electric the possibility of developing a power plant on the Susquehanna
River in the Conowingo area of Maryland, just three miles south of the
Pennsylvania border. The idea, however, was put on hold because of
economic considerations both during and after the war. In 1921 the idea of a
generating station at Conowingo was revived.75 The options were carefully
studied—feasibility, cost, acquisition, and approvals—along with the
conditions under which a Pennsylvania company could take on the Maryland
project. In 1926 Philadelphia Electric acquired the property and rights of
the Susquehanna Power Company. The project, which involved damming
a navigable waterway, required approval by Federal Power Commission;
approval was also required by the states of Maryland and Pennsylvania.
Construction began in March 1926 on the Susquehanna River. This would
be Philadelphia Electric Company’s first hydroelectric generating station.
The company hosted a grand official inspection in June the following year.
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On the other hand Philadelphia Electric’s low consumer demand for electricity in
the early morning hours would not require the large amount of power generated
by the plant in fast or slow river flow, which would result in a loss of energy. The
Conowingo project was designed specifically in anticipation of interconnection
with other systems to use the large yet variable capacity more efficiently by
interconnecting with other plants that would handle the additional load.
Construction began in 1926, and two years later power was transmitted from
Conowingo to the Plymouth Meeting Substation northwest of Philadelphia.78
In 1927 Philadelphia Electric’s generating capacity was 570,000 kilowatts; by
the time the Conowingo Plant was brought on line, Philadelphia Electric’s
generating capacity had increased to 820,000 kilowatts.79

Figure 17 – Postcard, Conowingo
Hydro-electric Development
of the Philadelphia Electric
Company system, ca. 1930. View
of Conowingo Dam, owned by the
Philadelphia Electric Company.
Located on the Susquehanna River,
65 miles south of Philadelphia
on U.S. Route 1. From an original
painting by Daniel Garber.
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“Special trains from Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington brought in one
hundred and fifty prominent men” to attend the auspicious occasion.76 With a
generating capacity of 252,000 kilowatts, the Conowingo Hydroelectric Power
Plant ranked second in terms of generating capacity; only the Niagara Falls
Adams Power Plant was larger.77
Although the Conowingo Dam project was comparable to the Niagara Falls
hydroelectric plant, Conowingo’s location on the Susquehanna River was
somewhat problematic because the river flow varied throughout the year.
During certain times of the year, including the summer, the Susquehanna
River has a lower flow, resulting in less power generation, which could result
in customer demand exceeding the capacity of the plant.
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Pennsylvania Power & Light Company, the newest of the three companies,
was established in 1920 through the merger of eight smaller companies in
the Lehigh Valley and northeastern Pennsylvania. By 1923 the Pennsylvania,
New York and New Jersey Power Company had been absorbed by PP&L.
As it happened, the acquisition included extensive acreage along the
Wallenpaupack Creek, permit approval, and plans to build a dam and power
plant on the Wallenpaupack. Having acquired the Wallenpaupack project,
PP&L hired the Electric Bond and Share Company
(EBASCO) to update the design plans. On May 1,
1924, construction began on the dam that would
provide water to the new power plant and create
Lake Wallenpaupack on the border between
Pike and Wayne counties along the falls of the
Wallenpaupack Creek, south of its confluence
with the Lackawaxen River. Construction of the
dam resulted in the creation of the largest manmade lake in Pennsylvania. This 5,800-acre lake
extends approximately 13 miles with nearly 52
miles of shoreline.80

Figure 18 – Wallenpaupack
Hydroelectric Plant, ca. 1925. While
the dam was under construction
three and a half miles away,
the seldom seen Wallenpaupack
Hydroelectric Station and its tall
surge tank were taking shape down
at Kimbles. Smoke from many steam
engines obscures detail in the center
of the photo.

Operators opened the dam gates to start filling
the flow line of the Wallenpaupack Hydroelectric
Plant on April 26, 1926. A large wooden flume,
14 feet in diameter, was constructed to supply
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water from the lake to the Wallenpaupack (sometimes referred to as Kimbles)
Hydroelectric Plant. The plant was located a short distance from the dam
above the Lackawaxen River, cut into the hillside. Both generators at the
facility were placed into operation on June 3, 1926.81 Standing like a sentinel
high above the plant is a 2.4 million-gallon surge tank, known as the Green
Goose because it is painted green.82

Walter H. Johnson summed up the arrangement:
No interconnection designed for the transmission of such large blocks of
energy and involving companies operated by financially independent
interests has ever before been attempted. It is estimated that there will be
a saving in generating equipment of approximately 450,000 horsepower,
resulting in a net saving of many millions of dollars.…85

In anticipation of the proposed interconnection, Philadelphia Electric
constructed 220kV transmission lines from Conowingo to the substation at
Plymouth Meeting, several miles northwest of Philadelphia in the Schuylkill
Valley. From there, lines were installed to connect to Philadelphia and the
Philadelphia Electric system.
When the companies first began to look at the possibility of a three-company
pool of power, the northern and southern divisions of PSE&G were not
interconnected. Only the southern section had a connection with Philadelphia
Electric. Neither PSE&G nor Philadelphia Electric was interconnected with
PP&L. The area served by the companies was highly adaptable to a regional
interconnection. Public Service and Philadelphia Electric both served
territories with large urban centers, and the southern portion of the Public
Service’s territory lacked adequate generation. Both companies had peak
loads (the greatest demand) at the same time of day and year. The PP&L
service area consisted of industry and small industrial towns, which resulted
in peak need for power at different times of the day and year than the urban
environment of its neighbors.83
On September 16, 1927, the three utility companies—Philadelphia Electric,
Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, and Pennsylvania Power & Light
Company—officially entered into an agreement that established the threemember Pennsylvania-New Jersey Interconnection, the PNJ. The contract was
signed by Water H. Johnson, president of Philadelphia Electric Company;
Thomas N. McCarter, president of Public Service; and Sidney Z. Mitchell,
chairman of the board of PP&L.84 The companies were to be connected by a
ring of 220,000-volt transmission lines.

The New York Times announced the groundbreaking agreement on its front
page with the headline: “Biggest Power Pool to Serve 2 States.” The article
observed that the new “superpower system” would cover “the industrial
districts and main cities of New Jersey and, with the exception of Pittsburgh,
most of the important cities in Pennsylvania.” The article also stated that the
new interconnection would make possible “diversification, dependability and
concentration of power on an enormous scale.”86

What is Interconnection?
•

Interconnection is a formal agreement between utilities for the pooling of power.

•

Interconnection is a series of connected high-voltage transmission lines and substations.

•

The Interconnection coordinates the integrated generation, transmission, and distribution systems between two or more utilities.

•

Interconnection provides for the economical and reliable distribution of power across large areas.

•

Interconnection is responsive to fluctuations in customer type and demand.

•

The PNJ Interconnection involves the supply of bulk power to the utility companies in the pool and not the direct distribution to the customer. Local
distribution is undertaken by the individual utilities.

Figure 19 – The New York Times Power Pool Newspaper Clipping, c. 1927
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